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The initial idea
In October 2016, Director of Expanded Learning at the California State Department of Education
Mr. Michael Funk, participated in a systems leadership training in Aptos, California, funded by
The Stuart Foundation and hosted by Peter Senge, Robert Hanig and me. Michael Funk had for
many years been inspired by Peter’s book on organizational learning, The Fifth Discipline, and was
excited to participate in the three-day workshop.
The Aptos experience proved much different than what Michael Funk had anticipated and when I
interviewed him for this story of change, he made it very clear that the 3-days training had been a
life changing situation for him.
Michael Funk reached out to us shortly after the workshop and inquired about the possibility for
us to work with him and the entire expanded learning network in California. We soon learned that
the SSEL – System of Support for Expanded Learning – supports more than 800,000 of the most
underserved children in the state through close to 5000 different after-school and out-of-school
programs. Naturally, we became quite intrigued to learn how Michael felt we could be of help for
this system and we started exploring what the possibilities were.
Among the things that influenced Michael during the Aptos workshop was an exercise we call
“the empathy check-in”, where two people engage in a conversation without words. This may
sound rather uninspiring, but under the right circumstances – and with the right timing and set
of guidelines – people can come to experience how profoundly interconnected we all are, and how
easy it is to sense what’s going on in another person, even a stranger, when the circumstances are
right. Michael connected with another participant at the workshop, and more so when he – as
part of the directions for the exercise – chose to think of a situation of significant meaning to him
in life, he thought of a moment many years back that involved his sons and a set of challenging
circumstances around some life choices involving his children. Later that afternoon, at the end of
the program, Michael’s son called him on the phone from Idaho and – referencing that very same
specific situation which had happened many years before – told Michael that he now understood
exactly how that must have been for him as a father and how much gratitude he felt for Michael’s
decisions at the time.
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When Michael shared this with us the following day it was easy to tell he was deeply moved and
as we learned the details of his story, we were all profoundly touched by his words and these remarkable, almost mysterious occurrences which probably falls under what Einstein referred to
as “spooky action at a distance”. How Michael’s son for the first time ever, became compelled to
call his father with such gratitude for the very issue of times past that Michael had spent time reflecting so deeply on only hours before, we will never know. But Michael’s closing sentence when
sharing his story I believe will stay with me forever – he said ”I was a Pastor for 12 years long before
I started working at CDE – I have never experienced anything as deeply spiritual as this situation”.
The empathy check-in is one of several practices we use to help people to explore the social field
and to begin to discover how social fields can become more generative, meaning more nurturing,
safe and inspiring relational spaces to work, learn and live in. Michael’s request to us was “please
help us shape a more generative social field with the SSEL network”. It’s been 18 months since we
started the formal collaboration with CDE and the SSEL network, to write this document I interviewed 8 members of the network to learn more about what systemic change looks and feels like
on the ground, at CDE, in the county offices and in the collaboration with the grantees that are
leading the almost 5000 out-of-school programs throughout California. Here are some of their
reflections on the social field:

SSEL-members on generative social fields:
“In my mind what we are doing in our interview today is a lot like describing the generative
field” (Allison)
“The culture is changing – and changing for the better. It’s certainly noticeable how the social
field is shifting to become more generative” (Amy)
“I had a clear sense of acknowledging that when the real power starts to manifest in the social
field, it’s generative. And all of a sudden, the word generative social field is no longer something that is academic or intellectual, its visible. And the word generative took a whole new
meaning because it’s not something I generated, the field itself was generative” (Michael)
“The shift of the social field is especially noticeable between CDE and the regional system of
support. Historically that has always been a challenge interface. Now there is a willingness
to be open to a different approach socially and to be vulnerable. Previously, people used to
show up with their shield, and you could tell, and feel that they were not willing to participate. They were on guard and not open to change. I have noticed how that has shifted over
the last 18 months” (Ernesto)
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“Thankfully, it is easy to think of a moment where the systemic change of the SSEL was
completely apparent. We recently had one of our expanded learning summits, the theme
was: How do we create a generative and supportive climate and culture for young people
statewide, both personally and collectively? I showed up at the hotel and a bunch of people
were coming in the night before. There was a handful of people that decided to meet in the
bar and have a drink and dinner, and just be together – we showed up at around six thirty.
The bar was visible from the front desk. There wasn’t a lot of people there and I’m quite
sure that three years ago I would have ordered room service and stayed in my room, and not
engaged with people. But we sat there, and when people were checking in to the hotel they
would see the small group of us across the lobby, and come over. People were greeting each
other, there was laughter and chatting and someone would pull up a chair and say, “Join us!”.
My colleague and I were having a very intimate conversation about some things in our collective journey, which felt like a spontaneous combustion of compassion and sharing. And
all of a sudden, I looked around and noticed what had happened over the last 45 minutes.
What started as a group of three to four people around two tables had become a circle of
thirty. It was like you guys were in the room – everyone pushed tables out of the way, they
formed a circle, someone else came in and the the circle was widened. Everybody ordered
food and there was laughter and comradery, and these are people that would not have had
any desire to be in the same room socially together a few years ago. At that moment my colleague and I sat back and just said “can you see what’s happening here? – this is incredible!”.
It was clear to us that our container and social field is so contagious now, people want to be
around each other” (Michael)
“It was such a big deal watching our colleague having his aha moment with us and I knew
consciously that when we talk about the social field at that moment, we literally made space
for him to take risks and be big of heart, we held him and that helped him realize the impact
of his habitual behaviors” (Allison)
“It was a pleasant conversation and an outsider would not have noticed anything if they
would have joined that conversation. There was no tension, there was nothing controversial. But when the strangers who only wanted to talk about their jobs walked out, boom, the
field shifted back and became generative” (Michael)
“Part of that conversation was acknowledging changes with the social field of the larger
group of two hundred. They were coming into the room differently because of the field they
are walking into, the field the core group had generated before people arrived” (Michael)
“When others who are not part of the core group, walk to the registration desk there is warm
smiles, hugs, connection. There is meaningful, legitimate, authentic curiosity about how
the other person is doing, and other people that are standing in line for registration observe
that and it tells them something about what they are walking into. As you have taught us
about biologically, our brains are designed to sense whether I am walking into a place that I
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need to be on guard or not, and when these people walk up to registration and they see how
people are interacting, it says this is a place I can be open, this is a place for me. So that is
the ripple effect of the field” (Michael)
“I notice the social field is shifting when I see how the people on the fringes that are so resistant are being included more – not discarded. People are actually trying to understand their
pain, why they are hurting so much” (Julie D.)
“Some of the difficult conversations that have happened, happened because the field was so
strong. There is safety now for people to be honest. Previously, we would have stayed in the
politeness and talked about people when they left the room. People think the absence of conflict is a sign of a strong social field. And I would say not at all. When the conflict is surfaced
honestly, authentically, and then handled gracefully, that signifies a generative social field”
(Michael)

“We started to realize that there could be a kinder, more compassionate environment. We
were checking in with one another, and the check-ins were deep and emotional. This group
seemed to be less guarded, opening and able to be their honest, true selves for the first time”
(Julie D.)

“The first SSEL meeting facilitated by you was in October 2017. The meeting before was in
June, and that was on the heels of myself and 10 others from the system going to Aptos as a
small group, which I see as the starting point for the highly noticeable shift in the field [of
the SSEL]. It has been overwhelming and the influence of our work with you has permeated
the system. In that June meeting we began to integrate some of the listening techniques we
had learned in Aptos, and Michael was leading us in centering activities at the beginning of
each day – we noticed a shift in culture beginning at that meeting” (Jeff)
“I think if we can’t work together in a humane sort of way, there is no possible way we can
treat our staff in a humane way, and they in turn can’t treat the kids that we serve in the
same way. So, this kind of shifting the field and the culture of the expanded learning network is fundamental and the importance of it is often disregarded or misunderstood” (Julie D.)
“When it is visible that the social field is generative, I literally see love. I see people sitting
next to each other listening carefully, laughing together, telling stories, recalling stories. It’s
like when the family used to get together over the holidays, and I would hear my uncles and
my grandpa tell stories that I have heard at least twenty times, but they never get old. Those
are the type of stories people are telling; a funny story about someone, and that story makes
the ones they are talking about laugh harder than anyone. I see a safe space” (Michael)
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Initial steps to collaborate
After the initial conversations with Michael, we were intrigued and when I had the opportunity,
I drove up to Sacramento to spend some time with Michael and 8-10 people from his core team,
in the attempt to come to a better understanding of how the expanded learning is structured in
California. They were all very sweet and dedicated people and I felt like an incredibly slow learner,
asking them to go back and explain things more than once – I had never heard of a structure like
this before, with the State department, the county offices, the regions, the districts, the contractors and what was then called the triads, which for most parts consisted of more than threes. I was
confused and bewildered and when the various pieces slowly began to fall into place, my impulsive reaction was “who invented this mess?”. The picture they painted was of a system of systems
within systems with subtle hierarchies, shared responsibilities and unclear boundaries which, to
me, was quite the bundle to begin to grasp and sense into. When I learned that people within the
systems were suffering, that there was a lack of trust and that the communication in general was
transactional and not very oriented toward the relational, it became quite clear that the opaque
structure of SSEL produced outcomes that nobody deserved. And more so, many of these outcomes were counterproductive – they were removing people from achieving their goals within the
system instead of supporting them in it. The emotional tension in the room was tangible when we
began to speak of this, and when we spoke about where the students they were serving fitted into
this scene, several people in the room had tears welling in their eyes. These are people who have
chosen a career in service of the commons and particularly in service of the children of society.
And because of the structure they were operating in, they could not produce the outcomes they
were committed to, an ambience of resignation and sadness settled among us as we began pondering what could possibly be done. When reflecting upon the “before and after” condition of the
SSEL, here are some of the insights the interviewees shared:

SSEL-members on “before and after”:
“Initially when we first started, in a good way it felt like therapy. It was such opposite ends
of the spectrum from what the meetings had been, and honestly, they were excruciatingly
painful in the past, because they were very negative and very surface level conversation. I
often felt they were a complete waste of time. It’s been a welcome change that the level of
conversation has been elevated and that the openness and honesty is helping us breaking
through the bureaucracy” (Amy)
“This past January after our SSEL meeting, we met with the regional team and two of the
sponsorship team members facilitated our meeting. We spent the whole time moving forward and that had everything to do with, I think, how we all showed up differently because
we had all been affected by the SSEL meeting. For my part, I know that I’m showing up differently, I’m listening differently and at this meeting, I was just dealing with each thing as
they came up and not having to have the final word, or to be right. The stakes were not as
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high as they would usually be, because we were all aligned in our goals. I didn’t feel like I was
having to follow orders or being firm, I was simply being me giving my input on things – we
had never had a meeting like that previous. Not ever. We all still talk about it.so” (Allison)
“As our colleague explained to us how she had been inadvertently ostracized, her eyes filled
with tears and she struggled to choke back emotion; her pain was visceral. We were all startled
and saddened, understanding for the first time how we had contributed to making her feel
“other” because of a glitch in the system. I felt so grateful to her summoning the courage to
share and I realized she was able to do this because she finally felt safe enough, in this space,
with us all” (Julie D.)
“Our culture shift is continuing – we used to be a culture of “us and them and we are now
moving towards an “us”. We are having conversations and getting closer to all doing things
together, there is a change in tone and attitude, a change in relationship that deeply influences
how we all work together and shapes the overall culture” (Jeff)
“Our State meetings were usually very regimented with agenda. So, it was a big shift, that
we didn’t have an agenda and that we were talking about how we were feeling. And I saw a
lot of people warm up to that and experience that we were creating a social field, something
closer knit, almost like a friendship for the first time where previously, we showed up more
as our organizational roles” (Julie D.)
“For the first time we had a productive meeting, we got a lot of stuff done, and we laughed
and had fun at the same time. That felt so good, and we had another conference call following
that, which was also was a very productive. It just felt good. I know that we still have our
quirks, but I think we can navigate the problems easier now” (Paul)
“This used to be such a fractured space and it was awful seeing people so miserable” (Julie D.)
“Our entire situation in the SSEL group is very different now” (Allison)
“It feels like a celebration when we get together now, and there have been meetings in the
past that I don’t have any other way to describe except for toxic and dysfunctional – this
transformation can’t be overstated” (Jeff)
“Now we are always sitting in a circle, leaning in, feeling connected physically” (Julie D.)
“We were starting off on our new note after that [SSEL] meeting and I remember being happy
and so relieved and grateful. I tend to have strong connections with the people I work with,
but often in the past, I felt like walking through an emotional minefield and I spent a lot of
energy just trying to figure out where to step sometimes” (Paul)
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“I often leave a meeting feeling it was more profound and meaningful than a typical meeting,
on a personal human level, not just a professional level. I leave with more positive energy,
whereas a typical meeting is often very draining. Before, when I would leave, I would be like
“ugh, that’s time I’ll never get back again” it left me feeling drained and negative, one of the
major shifts I’m noticing is, that that’s not the case anymore” (Amy)
“We have shifted the way we convene meetings. What was last year called “grantee orientations”, which were information providing vehicles about grant requirements for expanded
learning grantee’s was this year called “summits” and served as an inspirational field, focusing
on positive climate and culture” (Jeff)
“This systemic change process is incredible, this is the kind of workspace I’ve always wanted! I
don’t really care about anything else except this, it’s why I am in this work – because I want
to help and support people to be kinder to each other. To me, if I died tomorrow, I’d be happy.
I feel just so grateful and full of pure joy. Previously, when we had the SSEL meetings it
would take me a week shake off the negativity. People were so mean to each other. Now I
mostly feel pure gratitude and happiness” (Julie D.)

Partnering for systemic change
The Stuart Foundation was instrumental in creating the systems leadership1 program in Aptos,
as a remarkably visionary and innovative foundation they not only wanted to support leadership teams from all their grantees to become introduced to systems leadership, they also had a
multiple-year long process of to develop their own capacities in becoming a systems leadership
organization themselves. Since they had so generously helped creating the conditions that led to
Michael’s initial inquiry with us, it was natural to reach out and begin a conversation of possible
financial support for a follow-up intervention with an impactful grantee. Stuart Foundation were
very supportive, and Robert Hanig and I soon developed an initial plan for the intervention. We
agreed that we would help facilitate the tri-annual SSEL meetings, where the primary stakeholders
from throughout the state would convene. We also were quite clear that a microcosm of the SSEL
network would need to form a design team, or a sponsorship group, so that we could prototype in
real time with a representative group of the larger network what the learning experience should
look and feel like. A handful of this sponsorship team joined us at the following systems leadership
workshop in Aptos. Soon after, Robert and I spent 2 days with the same group, supporting them
in the design of the upcoming SSEL gathering, one which we would not participate in ourselves.
This was in June, 2017. For the next 18 months, we were blessed with working with this remarkable
group of thoughtful, dedicated and inspirational people to help them in nurturing a more gen1 Systems Leadership: leaders who foster collaboration across organizations and hierarchies to
create systemic change.
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erative social field for the larger network distributed throughout the state of California. Here are
some of their reflections on how they experience the process:

SSEL-members on experiencing the shifts:
“The first time I noticed how things were profoundly changing was after the small group of 11
of us came back from Aptos. We had a meeting at the CDE the following week, which Michael
convened. Eighty percent of the people at that meeting cried. That to me was interesting and
insightful, I think what happened is that people started opening when they met you [SoL team]
– we started opening and we didn’t quite understand the emotions we were feeling” (Julie D.)
“What I noticed first when I noticed things changing, when we did the first two-and-a-halfday workshop, that was the first time I felt that our region connected in a way that was really
meaningful, and thinking back a couple years, this was actually the hardest part for us to
get to. We could be around each other, as a group, but we were having a hard time working
together, and being able to make decisions and move forward” (Paul)
“Before, I would often see CDE staff sit with other CDE staff, County Team members with
County Team members, and so on, few people mingled and shared meals with others. Recently, however, we are sitting in a hotel lobby more and more people joined, and everyone
was sitting in a circle, probably twenty people from different organizations with different
roles, talking and laughing and just enjoying one another. I turned to my colleague and said
“look at this” right as he turned and said “look at this”” (Julie D.)
“I first experienced the shift in our January meeting in the beginning of 2018. The thing that
really struck me was that I realized how and what one of our colleagues was behaving that
contributed to our inability to work well together. At this meeting he started taking ownership of some of how he says and does things. Clearly, he never intended to be causing harm,
but he started seeing how his behavior affected the people he was addressing and how it
made our working relationships much more difficult to be part of” (Paul)
“People are being included and we are moving away from the “them versus us”, we are breaking bread together, having a meal together” (Julie D.)
“One thing that has happened as a result of our work together was that I learned to just listen.
And later, when I was back home and thinking about things it occurred to me that the expanded learning division people, my beloved colleague, and others like him, that whole division is
in a whole lot of pain, and I thought that people like me was causing that pain. Later I started
realizing that we [people like me] are not the ones causing that pain. I just didn’t do a good
job noticing that they [the other SSEL members] were in pain, that people were suffering.”
(Allison)
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“When you walk into the large SSEL meetings you can feel the change. People are laughing,
people are chatting and hugging, that never used to happen – it’s just light and it’s better”
(Julie D.)

“One of the most powerful events was at a recent meeting when one of the persons on the
fringes was celebrated. To see the group rally around and celebrate this person was healing
and pure compassion” (Julie D.)

18 months later
We ended what we all agreed had to be the first round of this collaboration in October, 2018. By
then, four state-wide SSEL meetings had occurred since we began our journey together, and our
team had been present in various configurations at all of them. Peter, Robert and I co-led two of
the SSEL, I led one with some of the sponsorship team co-leading parts of it. And I participated in
the final one in October 2018 as a coach and design partner, spending only very little time in front
of the room. It was very fulfilling to witness the growth and development that had occurred over
the 18 months, not just with the people leading and facilitating various parts of the gathering, but
even more so with the system as a whole. To give an example, a breakdown occurred where many
of the “old” patterns were reactivated and for a brief moment the relational space was hostile,
accusatory and frustrated - meaning that quite a few members of the network felt wronged, and
they fell into the ingrained habitual patterns of communicating their feelings. However, a shift
occurred when someone in the group named with genuine distress that they were now in a similar
kind of space as had been the case before the systems leadership journey had started. The group
as a whole were able to reflect on this – close to 80 people – and shift the space to holding a social
field for each other where the frustration could become expressed without accusation and blame,
and with a deep commitment to finding a solution to the problem that would be inclusive of everyone’s needs. What happened at that moment was palpable in the room. The group became selfaware at an individual level, but also, much more importantly, at a collective level. They found out
how they could work together in partnership serving the common good. Just as is the case with
neural networks, where neurons that are activated the most will also activate more frequently and
the pathways in the brain are strengthened to behave or think in a specific manner, the patterns
of social fields, once embodied to heighten awareness of a systems leadership orientation, become
more active. It has to be practiced, of course, in order to grow into replacing the old patterns. But
the sense of freedom, of emotional and social literacy and the capacity to understand how structures shape behavior – once learned, will never become unlearned.
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SSEL-members on transformation:
Personal transformation:
“One thing I do know is that, since we have been involved in these meetings and working
with these strategies, I’m having new understandings and I am being changed from the inside
out” (Allison)
“I show up with less anxiety. Before, it was often unclear what our goals were, and uncertain
if we were going to be able to come to agreements on how we were going to do things. I feel
we’re getting to do things better, and I feel much less stressed” (Paul)
“I feel like this is an inside-out job and the more I get it together on the inside of me, I am
showing up differently and that seems to make a big difference for other people – how I
show up makes a big difference in the room” (Allison)
“I have enjoyed the time that we have had at the design meetings and the SSEL gatherings, I
have enjoyed our discussions, and I don’t know what it’s called – tools or strategies or ways
of thinking – but I feel as if my ways of thinking have fundamentally shifted” (Allison)
“In all honesty, sometimes there is hesitancy of “oh, I don’t know if I am up for this yet”. Because you do have to be so invested in this approach and it takes a lot of energy. At my typical
meeting in education, everyone is multitasking, answering emails, texting, and catching up
on some paperwork, that is all part of a typical meeting that we’re used to being in. We can’t
get away with that anymore. Now, we have to be fully present and engaged – which does
take energy and attention – but it’s all for the good, and it’s certainly worth the investment.
So, I’ve learned that my mindset has to be, “I’m here, I’m present, I’m engaged in this, I’m not
trying to multitask or do anything else while I am here”” (Amy)
“It’s emotional, it’s in the heart. I stop thinking and I’m no longer trying to navigate the
conversation, not trying to think about how to interpret what this person said and how do
I respond, a freedom opens up and I am no longer trying to intellectually process the moment, but just experience it. Perhaps it’s like the difference between playing in an orchestra
or in a jazz band, that is not scripted – it’s a flow” (Michael)
“My adult daughter and I were having dinner and she had a very difficult time. The way that
I was able to approach her and handle the situation was very different than how I would
have done been able to in the past. For example, I was really just listening, instead of preparing my response; I was thinking about where her distress was really coming from and in
total, I believe I was using probably five or six of the tools and practices together, and I felt
much better about the way I responded and could be there with her. Then two weeks later,
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she called me and said “wow Mom I don’t know what happened to you – that was not the
response I thought I was going to get – and I want you to know, I really liked what I got”.
Then she told me she had a situation at school and asked if I would share with her how she
could begin to use some of the things that I used in that situation. This was a “wow”-moment
for me!” (Mary Jo)
“I have often been showing up in a manner of making assumptions and as a result I have
caused harm or have contributed to disconnection, which is so unlike me. It is always a rude
awakening when I come to myself and realize – recognize – mind and heart in everything
that is going on.” (Allison)
“With you guys, initially I was trying to figure out how the approach was applicable to the
work that we do, how it would help me provide better support to our grantees and our kids.
It felt like a bunch of theoretical stuff that I was trying to figure out in my head, how are
these archetypes and approaches applicable? I admit I was judgmental initially, but there
was an evolution in my thought process and I’m applying stuff now. I see how it makes sense
and I see how I can translate to somebody that hasn’t been through the process with you. I
am becoming not just a better professional and a better person, but also a better technical
assistance provider” (Ernesto)
“I really felt they had so many issues, all of them at these SSEL meetings. But now I’m realizing that I have been contributing to the very issues I was pointing at – I don’t think I was being very gentle. I remember this insight and realization that my close and beloved colleague
has been in “a jungle” and that my response to that chaos was to be just a bit more demanding
so that we could stay focused. That really wasn’t helping anything, and he was left there in
the middle of my demands on the one side and emotional chaos on the other” (Allison)
“I feel these systems leadership tools and practices are so integrated now, that they are never
going to go away. Not in my professional life, and not in my personal life. And one thing that
is already becoming clear to me, is how I am using them in dealing with my family life. Not
just with my daughter, but with my family in general. I definitely feel this will continue to
be part of who I am – also after I retire!” (Mary Jo)
“At one point I thought “no, it’s not me, it’s them”. And then I realized “no it is me” because
of all the questions I don’t ask, and all the assumptions that I do make. This work has helped
me to examine my thinking and the behavior that I bring as a result of my thinking” (Allison)
“It made sense in my head one day at like three in the morning, and I thought okay I can do that
and now I feel like wanting to be challenged more. I am hungry for further things” (Ernesto)
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“I’ve come to understand how the old stuff we carry into our present situations shapes our behaviors – I have contributed to situation causing pain for others, because of my own old stuff”
(Allison)

Collective Transformation:
“So, for me the biggest thing that has to be understood about our process is, that the SSEL
group had to come to a place in itself where people have genuine respect for each other, and
not only that but trust as well.” (Paul)
“The State-run, federally run and county run structure is always very bureaucratic and hierarchical. Breaking through that has been a big transformation as well” (Amy)
“Last year at our first SSEL meeting with you guys, I was at the bar with a couple of colleagues.
One of the veteran regional leads who showed up and said “who the hell do they think they
are, these people coming from MIT or wherever they are from to tell us what to do, how to
do our work – what do they know”. I felt he was trying to push me to think in the same way
and to adopt that attitude so that we could in some way boycott the whole process. Instead
I just sat there and listened, I didn’t say anything – I wanted to understand where he was
coming from. The last time I talked to him I asked him, how he was doing, how things were.
And he said “you know, I’m actually feeling pretty good about this whole thing – it’s grown on
me, I see it now”. He didn’t say more than that but clearly his attitude then to a year afterwards
was completely different, and you could tell that he was at this meeting to really be a part of
the process and be part of the group. He showed up vulnerable, willing to share and wiling
to be open to change. That to me was a big deal and I thought if you could change that initial
kind of attitude, then you could do a lot of great things” (Ernesto)
“Learning to be able to work and respect somebody even if you don’t agree with them –
which is ultimately about trust – and knowing that you can say things, all the things you
need to say, without worry” (Paul)
“The biggest impact I see of this work is that the conversations and the way people communicate is becoming more honest than it has ever been before. There is a higher level of trust,
so people feel more comfortable in being honest and being willing to be vulnerable” (Amy)
“I felt that finally we could move forward, and it’s been a deep and important learning process
for us all in the working relationships” (Paul)
“We took the time before we got into the hard conversation to acknowledge the container
and have a check-in and connect as humans. Then we got into hard conversations that were
difficult and emotional. It didn’t really end in the result I wanted. Some people didn’t follow
through on what they said they would do, and then we had to have another hard conversation. Still, we all come into the circle and identify ourselves as part of the family” (Michael)
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“We cannot help supporting the kids unless we are treating ourselves with compassion and
treating the people we work with compassion, and they in turn will feel that, which will help
them treat themselves and the kids in the programs in a similar manner” (Julie D.)
“You know when you have a tough uncle in the family who is always mad and angry, but you
know he is just unhappy? It’s bringing those people in, and saying let’s try to help you heal
and maybe you felt like an outsider, maybe you haven’t felt included, maybe you haven’t felt
heard, but whatever it is, you’re welcome here – and it is just a beautiful thing” (Julie D.)
“For some reason, the people who get to the top in our field often get hardened, and this work
is reminding them of their own perfect selves in there somewhere and bringing that back
out. That they don’t have to be hard, that they can be strong and be kind too. This work and
our shifting social fields help remind them that they can be kind too” (Julie D.)
“We do sometimes snap back to some of the old behaviors but in general, the culture shift
is palpable and tangible” (Jeff)
“We were all warming to the idea that there could be a kinder environment. And we didn’t
talk about business we talked about our emotions, which was very unusual” (Julie D.)
“It feels like a very heavy burden has been lifted. Before, when we got together, we were
always very careful of what we would say and, but now there is definitely a sense of relief
and we are more at ease with each other, and judging by the meetings we have had since, we
seem to be progressing still” (Paul)
“Our meetings have shifted from transactional into a feeling of community and gentleness.
We want to talk and reflect on our experiences with the tools and practices, which was never
the norm before” (Julie D.)
“We have a better conversations and dialogues together – our communication is better. At the
last SSEL meeting we were able to have a big discussion, which I don’t think we would have
been able to do prior to embarking of this journey with you. It’s a matter of trust” (Paul)
“Michael is one of those rare leaders who leads with humility and inclusion, seeing the best
in people and giving them the benefit of the doubt. His humility is pretty amazing as is his
courage to bring this forward. We followed him, followed his path, and we are grateful that
he has steered us in this direction. He leads, and then he steps back and lets us come forward
and step up” (Julie D.)
“This is no longer something I am trying to engineer or get someone else in here like Mette,
Peter or Robert to try to influence us all – it is becoming organic” (Michael)
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Becoming Systems Leaders
When I had the chance to interview some of the SSEL members about their experiences of this
18 months journey and the impact it has had in their personal and professional lives, we focused
the conversations around deep moments, when the interviewee knew that s/he behaved differently than what they would have done prior to this process. In some cases, we focused on when
someone close to them – a colleague or a family member – told them that they were behaving
differently from what they would have usually done. This document is meant to share steps of the
learning process and the deeper, developmental steps that people take when embarking on such
a journey. We believe such steps are necessary if we want to shape more generative social fields in
general and which are particularly meaningful, if one wants to grow the awareness of becoming a
systems leader.
The journey was shaped by a variety pf tools and practices introduced into the design team and
into the larger meetings. Many of the tools and practices have a thinking component and a sensing
component to them because in systems leadership, both aspects are equally important. The following are some reflections on how these tools and practices are being used and internalized over time:

SSEL-members on Tools and practices:
“I had been practicing mindfulness, breathing and focusing and really being present, and
something that I had said to my close and dear colleague came to me – and I realized I was
wrong. There is something about being wrong like that, which really shakes me to the core.
Being able to admit that I am not always right is a something; but realizing that I was wrong,
and that all the things that came after that point, were probably off center too is really something. They don’t even have to be way wrong but if your thinking is bad, everything that
comes after that is a little off center as well. So, I had this big old heart change, a personal
revelation, I didn’t do anything about it, but I haven’t been the same since.” (Allison)
“For a lot of our folks [the grantees], using jargon and educational “code-speech” and all the
language that educators love to use, gets a little challenging. We use the archetypes and the
visuals to help them understand where they are at, and where they need to be. The systems
iceberg is easy to understand, and they come to see that it isn’t because they’re doing a bad
job that we give them critical TA (technical assistance), it’s because of certain structural conditions that they become high priority. Using the archetypes help them digest where they
are at and where they need to be. The tools are simple enough to understand and we don’t
have to go too deep into the content that we have been discussing during the SSEL meetings
just yet – that’s how we’re applying the work in practice to the TA approach’” (Ernesto)
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“It felt like I started to hear better, but I think it was letting my senses just relax into a sensing
of the circle. We talked about what it means to sense, to be able to sense the field, and my
ability to sense and just be part of the container and experience it came organically” (Michael)
“The level of work that I tend to do as the county lead, is often very systemic and mostly,
everybody just wants to deal with the tip of the Iceberg. I use the model a lot to get to what
is really going on – what are the structures in place that we need to change. We recently
used The Iceberg with a big client that had major problems. We have been able to help them
move, not as fast as we had hoped, but we are seeing movement” (Mary Jo)
“That simple interaction changed our relationship. It elevated our working and personal
relationship, and it really illustrated to me how using these tools and techniques can take
something that could be damaging, like a conflict, and turn that conflict into a better state
of being than it was even prior, which I could describe as good, and it went from good to
great because of the conflict. Usually conflict creates the spiral, where people see what they
believe, and their assumptions are continuously validated. By using the tools and techniques,
along with the knowledge that systems are composed of relationships, we actually integrated
the ladder of inference and clean advocacy as part of our conflict resolution procedures within
CAN, as a staff” (Jeff)
“There is an urgency to write about this shift, so it can somehow become permanent. If I
have written it down and I even begin to think I am going to backslide, I have the writing as
a reminder of “no, I am not in that space anymore” (Allison)
“That’s what happened internally, I thought about the archetypes, they were in my head
floating around, and then one day I connected the critical TA tool to these archetypes I saw
the vehicle and realized how to apply the systems leadership work to the work we do we do
every day – and that’s when it became real. It went from theory to practice, and to me that’s
what matters” (Ernesto)
“We are acknowledging the personal that we bring into the space as part of a leadership
team, and the power of check-in as a relationship-building strategy. We also use The Dance
of Change/Limits to Growth as a way for our action teams and work groups to think about
their annual work planning” (Jeff)
“In the last 24 hours, I have had three very concrete opportunities, in dialogue with my peers
to say “we might be climbing the ladder, lets practice inquiry”. In one case, our inquiry proved
that the ladder was one hundred percent true, and unfortunate. And another situation, it
proved it was the exact opposite, and both of those happened in my office yesterday” (Michael)
“Conflicts are inevitable, and relationships are essential to doing our work, so we use the
tools and practices to help strengthening our relationships even in conflict. Part of that is,
that we do centering meditation activities to start every one of our meetings, followed by
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a check in. When we first started that it was a rousing success, and the evaluations showed
this ritual for how to begin our meetings as the number one thing that the team members
really appreciated” (Jeff)
“Now I deeply know that I can’t believe everything I think – that’s good for pondering, I can
turn it over, and look at it from several angles but just because I am thinking it, that doesn’t
mean it’s the truth” (Allison)
“We used Shifting the Burden in our triad meeting with two people who have not been at
any of the SSEL sessions with you guys. They really loved it; they had two real life examples,
and they came up with solutions to them, which in both cases was something that had been
bugging them for a long time. Now I see them using the archetype it when they are getting
together for other meetings as well” (Mary Jo)
“We used the Shifting the Burden archetype to think about how we convene these meetings, it made us realize how convening to inform folks about grant requirements might be
a quick fix, and that we want to get more to the deep root of the issues, the purpose of our
work, because it’s from there we can help inspire people to be better. The audience this year
was also much broader than usual and welcomed the entire K-12 community to attend, so
not only have we shifted from “orientation” to “summit” and from informing about grants
to inspiration and shared visions for our work, we are also working across boundaries in a
manner that hasn’t happened before” (Jeff)
“I have been much more intentional when dealing with clients of spending additional time,
building their capacity and sharing the tools, not necessarily naming it, but using the practices to help the address the issues that they originally approached me for” (Mary Jo)
“Following a conflictual situation with one of my employees, I brought her in for a discussion,
and used the “Ladder of Inference” and “Clean Advocacy” tools to debrief the situation. So,
I said “ here’s what I think happened, this is how it made me think and feel, these are the
assumptions I make, based on my thoughts and I come to this conclusion”. But what I aIso
told her was, that I knew that in part, my assumptions were grounded in my own stuff, some
deeper issues that also gets triggered in my familial relationships. I told her “There’s a button in me that is part of my entire life, that you stumbled upon, and that has nothing to do
with you – it has everything to do with me”, She so appreciated the deep reflective work that
I had done, that I didn’t make it about her, and that I really wanted to inquire about what
happened in that moment. Turns out, she had entirely misinterpreted what I was saying,
reacted like “hell no, I am not going to do that”. I told her “I am glad you wouldn’t do that,
because I would never ask that of you”, so we learned that all of the things that I had thought
happened, and all of the things she had thought happened, were completely based on a simple misunderstanding, and misinterpretation of the ask in the moment. This incidence was
magnified by the fact that it was heightened stress situation, and we agreed that in future
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situations we would commit to – even in the highest stress moments – doing a walk and
talk; we created a strategy for ourselves to do better moving forward” (Jeff)
“I go to Julie Diaz’s reference book, when I am struggling with something, or thinking about
how I want to approach something. I go to that book and search for tools that I am not
thinking about, or see if there is perhaps a tool, I need to refresh myself on. That book is
extremely helpful for me” (Mary Jo)

Next steps in California System of Support for Expanded Learning
To build on the advances toward long term systemic change in the SSEL network, we are in a joint
process of designing a multiple year process as a next step of this work in California. Whereas
this first round was focused primarily at the phase between the Department of Education and the
County Offices, the next step is to work further with the interface between the county offices and
their grantees – primarily the districts that host the various after school programs. The original
SSEL members will be closely involved in this process, as co-facilitators of systems leadership
workshops, as design partners and one or two hopefully also as research partners, becoming PhD
students, with projects focused on clarifying and communicating various elements of the impact
of the work statewide.
The appendix in this document is the compendium developed by Julie Diaz, one of the interviewees
who works at the contractor organization ASAP-connect. It compiles all the various tools and
practices we have introduced and worked with at the larger SSEL meetings and is a beautiful example of an artifact that’s being created by the aspiring systems leaders to share a collective learning process. The examples given are each from different members of the network, not from us,
and people are using this document widely, as a support for their own ongoing learning process.
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APPENDIX
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by Julie Diaz

Center for Systems Awareness

FLIP CHART

OVERVIEW & POSSIBLE USES

Overview: There are many growth challenges in new initiatives. Some growth challenges
are encountered in the early stages of the initiative (i.e. people questioning the credibility of
change leaders, lack of resources, questioning “Is this really my job?”, etc.) Other occur in
the middle stages of an initiative (i.e fear about doing things differently or workload, anxiety
about real/authentic conversations, some feel a threat of success, believers vs. nonbelievers, etc.)

Possible Uses: Consider a growth initiative you/your team are involved in. Reach out to
individuals whom you feel may be threatened and engage them. Ask yourself these
questions:
● What is one challenge or barrier to growing this initiative?
● How does the challenge manifest? (tangible & intangible ways)
● Where is it coming from?
● What are a few strategies for dealing with it? Take small steps!

Overview: As we get really clear about something that really matters to us, we can orient
our passions and our deepest curiosities, our real aspirations. When this happens, a lot can
change that can be a sustainable source of change. This can influence the whole shift from
desperation to aspiration, and from problem-solving to creating.

APPENDIX

TOOLS & METHODS
Barriers/Limits
to Growth

Building a
Shared Vision:
Five Minute Plan

Possible Uses: With your team, use the questions in the 5 Minute Plan chart to reflect and
discuss your vision for your group or team and what you’re trying to grow.
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Case Clinic
Exercise

Check-in

Overview: Case Clinics guide a team or a group of peers through a process in which a case
giver presents a case, and a group of 3-4 peers or team members help as consultants based
on the principles of the U-Process and process consultation. Clinics allow participants to (a)
generate new ways to look at a challenge or question, and (b) develop new approaches for
responding to the challenge or question. Case Clinics can help access the wisdom and
experience of peers and to help a peer respond to an important and immediate leadership
challenge in a better and more innovative way.
●

Case Giver: Share your personal aspiration and leadership challenge that is current,
concrete, important, you happen to be a key player, can be presented in 15 min and
could make a big difference moving forward. Include your personal learning
threshold (what you need to let go of and learn). Courage and vulnerability required!
Coaches: Listen deeply – do not try to ‘fix’ the problem, but listen deeply to the case
giver while also attending to the images, metaphors feelings and gestures that the
story evokes in you.
Time Keeper: One of the coaches manages the time.

APPENDIX

●
●

Possible Uses: To create concrete and innovative ideas for how to respond to a pressing
leadership challenge. To develop a high level of trust and positive energy among the peer
group.

Overview: The SoL team incorporated check-ins into the start of each meeting. Besides
giving individuals a voice, this practice can help individuals tap into their aspirations and
creative orientation, and also begin to develop shared vision and understanding.
● Step 1: Facilitators opened up the day asking the entire group to take approx 5 min
to individually and quietly reflect on a guiding question and then journal.
● Step 2: Everyone moved into groups of 3-5 with chairs facing each other, and take
approx 1-2 min per person to share out something they were reflecting on. The
others were asked to give the person speaking their full attention and not say
anything, just actively listen and absorb. Every person was given an opportunity to
share with the small group.

Possible Uses: Consider incorporating into your team meetings or larger group meetings. If
part of a triad, consider rotating who shares the guiding question each time.
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Clean Advocacy

Examples of SSEL members Using Check-in

APPENDIX

Overview: Clean Advocacy is the process of using “I messages” to help you have a discussion
with another person to move from difference to dialogue. Being aware of and owning our
emotions can free us up. It’s a high form of emotional intelligence. Consider how being
direct and authentic can help you feel less agonized over things you’re assuming and help
you use inquiry to check your assumptions.

Here is the process:
● First state what you’re observing, seeing, hearing, sensing or noticing (e.g. “I noticed
that you seemed upset yesterday when we discussed roles and responsibilities. You
had several objections to what was said, or possibly the way they were said, and you
seemed to be frowning and had your head down and was quiet the rest of the
meeting.”
● State what you’re feeling (e.g. “I’ve been feeling concerned and a little anxious since
that time.”)
● State what you’re thinking (e.g. “I wonder if you feel I’ve been unfair in assigning
roles/responsibilities.”)
● State what conclusions you’ve drawn (e.g. “If I’m right in assuming you feel I’ve been
unfair in assigning roles and responsibilities, I hope you’ll tell me. And I hope we can
have a deeper discussion about roles/responsibilities to ensure I understand any
concerns you may have. I want to ensure we have everyone’s voice represented and
are as fair as possible to everyone.”

Possible Uses: Consider practicing using the Clean Advocacy process when you’re aware you
may be making assumptions and “climbing the ladder” (Ladder of Inference) and you want
to use inquiry to check your assumptions (Moving from Differences to Dialogue).
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Core Competencies
of Organizational
Learning

APPENDIX

Overview: What are you really passionate about? Organizational learning gives you the tools
to answer these questions through personal and organizational transformation. When
you’re able to see the structures that impact the way people think and see, you uncover
their passions and discover what drives them. Sometimes also referred to as the “three
legged chair”, this model represents several disciplines that represent a lifelong body of
study and practice for individuals and teams. Click here to access a graphic image
demonstrating where all of the SSEL tools and methods fall within the three “legs” of this
model.
●

Aspiration & Creative Orientation - Aspiration taps into people’s passion and doing
something that really matters. The journey to building a shared vision takes time,
and can be strengthened when individuals get clearer about their own personal
visions. Creative Orientation helps us evolve from always reacting, which is
profoundly limiting on its own, to also building in practices of reflection to develop a
vision of what we want to create. In aspiration and creative orientation we see
elements of:
○ Personal Mastery - having a deep sense of purpose, ability to see and tell the
truth, ability to be self-aware in the moment, expression of natural curiosity,
courage, ability to choose, and commitment to lifelong learning
○ Building a Shared Vision - People develop shared images of the future they
seek to create and the principles and guiding practices by which they hope
to get there.
Includes models like visualization (Personal Visioning & Evocation Exercise),
centering and Creative Tension.
○
●

Reflective Conversation - Involves turning to one another and having real
conversations; how the “we” comes into being. This is the domain of mental models
which are assumptions that all humans have, often accompanied with emotion.
When we treat our own mental models of another person as “fact”, we can
inadvertently create disrespect. When we’re able to become more aware of our
mental models, we can create a reality of respect and health in our relationships.
○ Mental Models (Iceberg)
○ Clean Advocacy
○ Dialogue and team learning
○ Left-Hand Column Exercise (exploring and testing assumptions)
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●

Ladder of Inference

APPENDIX

○

Understanding Complexity - Means interdependent. When I really understand how
my internal thoughts reflect and create my feelings and actions, I can create interconnectedness.
○ Systems thinking (Theory of Process) Rather than focusing on the individuals
within an organization, systems thinking prefers to look at a larger number
of interactions within the organization and in between organizations as a
whole. We need to embrace the complexity of organisations rather than
embracing what Peter calls “the pervasive reductionalism” of Western
culture, whereby simple answers to complex questions are always sought.
○ Systems sensing - is equally important as systems thinking. This is a
heightened awareness of the system in which we’re working to ensure it
develops and sustains optimal health and wellness.
○ Includes models such as Iceberg, Reinforcing and Balancing Loops and
Shifting the Burden
○ In Aug 2018, Michael shared the Waters Foundation Tools to Help You Think
website, a potential helpful resource around systems thinking, in particular
the Habits of a Systems Thinking graphic and What Systems Thinking Is and
Isn’t.

Possible Uses: The Core Competencies for Organizational Learning provides a macro view
packed with all kinds of ideas, tools and methods. As you or your team “try on” some of
these ideas or the tools/methods, consider revisiting this diagram and components to
ground yourself in what the competencies are, their related elements, and how all these
pieces are integrated.
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Creative Tension

Field for
Systemic Change
(aka “mandala”)

APPENDIX

Overview: A central practice of personal mastery involves learning to keep both (a) your
personal vision and (b) a clear picture of the current reality. Doing this will generate a force
within yourself called “creative tension”. Tension, by its nature, seeks resolution. Personal
mastery teaches us to not lower our vision, even if it seems like our vision is impossible. It
also teaches us that the vision isn’t important in itself; it’s what the vision does that’s
important. Personal mastery teaches us to not shrink back from seeing the world as it is,
even it makes us uncomfortable. It requires us to ask ourselves, even in times of stress,
“What is going on right now?” and “Why is my reality so difficult right now?”. It’s important
to be aware of what motivates our actions. Practicing personal mastery teaches us to be
courageous in making difficult choices because they really matter. We get better at this over
time, by practicing.

Possible Uses: Encourage others on your teams or work groups to discuss and reflect on
these ideas.

Overview: This diagram depicts a mandala, a circle with a center, with four components all
equally important to creating systemic change. The goal is to create a vision of what we
want to grow, and develop as a community of learners who reflect on how and what we’re
learning.
● Capacity Building - What are we trying to grow? How might that growth process
become self-reinforcing?
● Practice - What are we trying to accomplish?
● Community Building - Who is the “we”? Who is not here? Community building is
about building the net that will catch people before they fall.
● Research - What are we trying to learn? We need to embed some sort of reflective
process to grow and improve. We can be the researchers, noticing how and where
the social field is changing, evolving and growing because of all our efforts.

Possible Uses: If your team is focused on developing and growing a particular vision or
project, reflect on the four components of the Field of Systemic Change model and related
questions.
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Fundamental
Orientation:
Aspiration vs.
Desperation

Gateways to
Growing as a
Systems Leader

Group
Guidelines

Overview: The journey toward building a shared vision takes time, and it evolves more
readily when people get clearer in their own minds about their own personal visions and
passions.
● Aspiration - tapping into people’s passion; their willingness to try something that
they really want. Ask yourself, “What really matters to me?” and “What would I be
willing to stand for? It’s more sustainable and focused on creating and building, not
avoiding or making something stop or go away. It should originate in a place of
goodness, not fear or anxiety.
● Desperation - driven by crisis; short-term motivations; feel threatened; feel like
you’re at the end of your rope. Feel that if you act, you need to react again.
Desperation is related to extrinsic motivation.

APPENDIX

Possible Uses: Encourage others on your teams or work groups to discuss and reflect on
these ideas.
Examples of SSEL members using Fundamental Orientation

Overview: Any individual who wants to grow his/her capabilities as systems leader can begin
by integrating three basic practices:
1. Openness - create your own sense of openness and self-awareness.
2. Container - create safe spaces or “containers” where people are given opportunities
to reflect and talk about deep issues, and where the social field is generative.
3. Practice, practice, practice

Possible Uses: Self-reflection for any who would like to grow as systems leaders.

Overview: Helps set behavior guidelines of a group or meeting; sometimes called group
norms or expectations. Helpful to calibrate behavior for all kinds of groups and teams.

Possible Uses: Team meetings for teams that regularly meet; other group meetings where
attendees will be together for a long day or multiple sessions. Facilitator may choose to preestablish the guidelines or norms and elicit specific feedback of what people feel each of
those broad general expectations could look and sound like. May also choose to elicit
feedback from the group on what guidelines or norms they’d like, or may be missing. To see
how you’re doing, may choose to check-in throughout the meeting.
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Iceberg: A
Metaphor to
Consider the Health
of a System

APPENDIX

Examples of SSEL Members using Group Guidelines

Overview: A system is perfectly designed to influence all the actions and behaviors that
occur within it, good or bad. We use iceberg metaphor to explain how a system can be
composed of the social field and artifacts which when working together influence patterns
of behavior. Often, we only see and hear the “events” at the top of the iceberg, however,
the root causes for those observable behaviors are hidden “beneath the water”. More than
external factors, systems normally cause their own problems.
● Events: These lie at the top of the iceberg above the water line. When we respond
only to the events, we are usually reacting and not addressing the deeper reasons
for behaviors being exhibited. Events can be observable behaviors like people’s
words, tone of voice, an email you read, body language, gestures, etc.
● Patterns of Behavior / Dynamics- beliefs, values, feelings, biases and fears, climate.
● Underlying Structures - the real heart of what is going on. Composed of mental
models and artifacts
○ Mental Models - our habits of thoughts, feelings and actions.
○ Artifacts - who was invited to the meeting, meeting room set-up, who talked
first, organizational charts, roles and responsibilities, contracts, grants,
metrics, policies.

Possible Uses: Reflect individually and as a team on where we might be making assumptions
based on events and or patterns of behavior/events. Recognize where we might need to go
deeper by reflecting on the underlying structures. The primary thing we can do is bring these
things into awareness.
Examples of SSEL members using the Iceberg
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Ladder of
Connectedness

Overview: As humans, we feel most connected with others when there is a deep emotional
connectedness. The more we can create opportunities to deepen our connectedness with
others, the more satisfying our relationships can be. The “Ladder of Connectedness” is a
model that shows the varying stages of connectedness that experience on a regular basis
with others. The objective is not to be, or expect someone else to be, any particular place
on this ladder, but to be self-aware where you might be showing up in a particular
circumstance.
● Emotional Disconnect / Objectification - this is the state, we feel extremely
disconnected with others. We actually disassociate themselves ourselves from
others and objectify others. It’s in this state where most violence that humans do to
one another exists (e.g. calling someone else an enemy).
● Empathic Distress - in this state, we feel distressed by the distress of another. It’s
wanting to stop another person from expressing emotion because it hurts to feel
your own emotions. An example might be hearing a child cry and wanting that child
to stop crying so you no longer feel the pain of the cry. Empathic distress may sound
like, “You’re making me feel . . . “ Empathic distress may appear to be Altruism, but
it’s very different.
● Ingroup Empathy - in this state, we tend to exclude people who aren’t like us. It’s an
Us vs. Them tendency. It’s about not seeing how we’re similar, but choosing to see
how we’re different and avoiding feeling close to those whom we feel are other.
Tribal feelings, family, disallowing others to enter “our country”.
● Cognitive Empathy - in this state, we avoid allowing ourselves to become
overwhelmed emotionally. We may hear and see the other person’s emotion, but
we don’t take on their emotions. It’s my capacity to put myself in your shoes.
● Altruism - in this state, we selflessly want to relieve the suffering of another. We
love with our hearts and minds and wish the best for another. We have a
compassionate state of mind and show up with love and care for someone else.
Altruism is widespread in nature and instinctual not to want others harmed, even if
not their own species.
● Neutral Awareness - some call this state the definition of love. In this state, we feel
we can completely relax and be with another. We feel that our heart and mind is
totally at ease with another. We’re not trying to impose or change someone. We
just love them for who they are. According to Chilean biologist Humberto
Manturana, this state is “the act of allowing the other to be a legitimate other”.
Agape - some call this state universal love. In this state, we recognize the profound
●
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APPENDIX

Ladder of
Inference

interconnectedness of all humans. This is comparable to the love a parent has for
his/her child. This is a love that doesn’t need to be earned. It’s brotherly love and
limitless.

Possible Uses: Reflect how you might generate ways to form deep connections with others
(i.e. empathy exercises, intuition exercises, meditation practices, yoga/chi-gong practices,
etc.)

APPENDIX

Examples of SSEL Members using the Ladder of Connectedness

Overview: We live in a world of self-generating beliefs which remain largely untested. We
adopt these beliefs because they’re based on conclusions, which are inferred from what we
observe, plus our past experience. Our ability to achieve the results we truly desire is
eroded by our feelings that (a) our beliefs are the truth, (b) the truth is obvious, (c) our
beliefs are based on real data, and (d) the data we select are the real data. This metaphor of
climbing up a ladder in our minds, can help us recognize how rapidly we leap to knee-jerk
conclusions with no intermediate thought process.

Possible Uses: Reflect on when and where you “jumped” or “climbed” the ladder. When we
climb up the ladder, we tend to become a fierce advocate and have a tendency toward
greater emotional “stuckness”. When we bring ourselves down the ladder, there is usually a
stronger sense of emotional awareness and utilizing inquiry. Emotional intensity is not
necessarily a bad thing, but it can become a problem if you become stuck there.

Challenge yourself assumptions and beliefs with a good balance of inquiry vs. advocacy, and
find whether the “truth” you thought was real, really was. Consider the following:
● How you can become more aware of your own thinking and reasoning (reflection).
Recognize that you might you “climb the ladder” often, and if so, how can you
reduce the amount of time you spend up the ladder.
How you can make your thinking and reasoning more visible to others (advocacy).
How to help others recognize where they might be climbing the ladder. Best by
inquiring into other’s thinking and reasoning (inquiry).
●
●

Another practice we might employ is suspending our beliefs, a sort of wait and see.
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Left-Hand Column
Exercise

APPENDIX

Examples of SSEL members using the Ladder of Inference

Overview: The Left-Hand Column exercise is a way to become aware of the assumptions
which govern our conversations and contribute to blocking our purpose in real-life
situations. It’s a way of talking about your assumptions more effectively.
● Step 1: Choose a problem
Choose a tough, interpersonal difficulty that many of us try to ignore. Write a brief
paragraph describing the situation including what you’re trying to accomplish and
what is blocking you.
● Step 2: Fill in the Right-Hand Column (What Was Said)
On a piece of paper, draw a line down the center. Write “What was Said” on the top
right and “What I Was Thinking” on the top left. Recall the frustrating conversation
you had with the other person, and write that dialogue in the right hand column.
● Step 3: Fill in the Left-Hand Column (What I Was Thinking)
Now in the left column, write what you were thinking and feeling, but not saying.
● Step 4: Reflection Using the Left-Hand Column as your Resource
Use the left-hand column as a way to examine your own thinking. Ask yourself:
○ What has really led me to think and feel this way?
○ What was my intention? What was I trying to accomplish?
○ Did I achieve the results I intended?
○ How might my comments have contributed to the difficulties?
○ Why didn’t I say what was in the left-hand column?
○ What assumptions was I making about the other person or people?
○ What were the costs of operating this way? Payoffs?
○ What prevented me from acting differently?
○ How can I use my left-hand column as a resource to improve my
communication?

Possible Uses: Consider using the Left-Hand Column Exercise when you have a particularly
challenging situation with another individual or group. Reflect individually or with a
coaching partner on how you could have addressed the situation more effectively.
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Moving from
Differences to
Dialogue

Personal Mastery

Overview: Oftentimes we are hampered in obtaining good dialogue with others because we
fall into a dysfunctional cycle of experiencing differences in which we either fight, flee or
freeze. When the conversation breaks down, and doesn’t progress to true healthy dialogue,
we often loop back to being polite. This loop of being polite after a breakdown in
differences can be a frustrating never-ending loop.

Rather, we can integrate elements of inquiry in which we invite others to understand new
dimensions in what we’re thinking and saying. The flow of good dialogue is increased when
we’re able to integrate the following:
● Suspend our assumptions, refraining from imposing our views on others and
avoiding holding back what we think
Respect every person in the conversation
Deeply listen to one another
Give one another voice

APPENDIX

●
●
●

One way of practicing moving from differences to dialogue is to employ Clean Advocacy.

Possible Uses: Self reflection individually. Team reflection on how we’re planning on
integrating inquiry and clean advocacy. Post reflection on specific examples of how we’ve
recently been successful in integrating these methods to increase dialogue, and how/why
it’s helped.

Examples of SSEL Members using Moving from Differences to Dialogue

Overview: Personal mastery is learning to expand our personal capacity to create the results
we most desire, and creating an organizational environment which encourages all its
members to develop themselves towards the goals and purposes they choose. It helps
people develop a coherent picture of desired results by balancing the tension between their
vision and their reality. Some characteristics of personal mastery are listed on the flipchart
to the left. Robert mentioned that he feels curiosity is the “true” Fountain of Youth. It
doesn’t really matter what you’re learning, but that you’re committed to being a learner. In
personal mastery, we’re more effective when we focus on the result we want to see, not
what gets in the way.

Possible Uses: Encourage others on your teams or work groups to discuss and reflect on
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Personal Visioning:
“What Do I Really
Care About?”

Shifting the Burden

these ideas.
Examples of SSEL members using Personal Mastery

APPENDIX

Overview: As we get really clear about something that really matters to us, we can orient
our passions and our deepest curiosities, our real aspirations. When this happens, a lot can
change that can be a sustainable source of change. This can influence the whole shift from
desperation to aspiration, and from problem-solving to creating. This guided imagery
exercise can help individuals reflect on their own lives and create a sort of life “wish list”.

Method: Visualization, or guided imagery, is a method that can be used to creating shared
vision and personal mastery. This simple, powerful technique that can have many healthrelated physical and emotional benefits. It often helps people feel less nervous or upset, be
less bothered by pain, or achieve goals. Through visualization, individuals can learn to use
their imagination to “Create the State They Want,” meaning that they can actually change
how they’re feeling and what they’re focused on.

Possible Uses: Consider leading participants through a guided imagery exercise where you
allow them to reflect on a wish list of what they’d like to see in their lives. Choose topics
that likely have strong, personal for them. Topics might be their health (physical, emotional,
cognitive, spiritual), relationships, living environments, working environments, career
accomplishments, etc.

Overview: The Shifting the Burden model usually begins with a problem symptom that
prompts someone to intervene and “solve” it. The solution, or solutions, are obviously and
immediate; they relieve the problem symptom quickly. But they divert attention away from
the real or fundamental source of the problem which becomes weaker as less attention is
paid to it. This reinforces the perception that there is no other way out except the
symptomatic solution. In shifting the burden, we’re working toward addressing
fundamental solutions.

Things that cause us to neglect or avoid fundamental solutions and instead employ quick
fixes might include:
● Time
● Effort
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●
●
●
●
●

Commitment
Discipline
Sometimes we’re not rewarded for addressing a fundamental solution but instead
rewarded for the quick fix.
We’re often attracted to the path of least resistance
Sometimes we’re trapped inside structures (i.e. institutions, systems)

APPENDIX

Questions we can ask to address the most fundamental solution include:
● What’s keeping people from focusing on the most fundamental solution?
● What’s driving people toward a symptomatic solution?
● What needs to shift?

An example: Your problem symptom might be “I’m broke”. One symptomatic solution or
quick fix might be, “I’ll go the bank and get a loan”. This may help your problem in the short
term, but in the long term might make your problem even bigger as you incur more debt.

Possible Uses:
● On 10/5/17, SSEL members broke into small groups to work with the Shifting the
Burden model. Each team addressed one unique problem and explored what the
quick fixes have been and what the more fundamental solutions might be. Click
here to see the flip charts created by those teams. The SoL team recommended that
some teams consider continuing working on these real-world problems using this
model.
● On 1/10/18, SSEL members worked in regional triad teams, or in division teams, and
used Shifting the Burden to address the challenge of addressing the complexities of
statewide convenings to develop a more cohesive strategy. Click here to see the flip
charts created by those teams.
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Social Field

Strengths

Overview: The social field is the structure of the relationships among individuals, groups,
organizations and systems that give rise to collective behaviors and outcomes. When people
experience a transformational social shift, they notice a change in the atmosphere. All
human beings participate in co-creating the complex social networks they they live in and
engage with. Many of us, however, are unaware of how we are shaping the social field; how
we’re “showing up” to a space or group, and the positive/negative effect of how we show up
has on those around us. We have the ability to co-create a generative social field in which
we facilitate deep conversations about big issues, and shape a safe and supportive climate
where individuals in our teams/systems can feel emotionally safe and respected.

APPENDIX

There is power in creating something good. Koinonia is translated from a Greek word
meaning communion, joint participation or fellowship. It’s something that we share with
others, a contribution, a jointly contributed gift.

Possible Uses: Encourage others on your teams or work groups to discuss and reflect on
these ideas. Discuss the power we have to co-create a Safe and Supportive Environment for
adults and students by being more cognizant of how as individuals we show up. Reflect on
how this relates to our own personal mastery.

Overview: The Gallup StrengthsFinders Assessment is an assessment which individuals can
take to discover their natural talents. When people recognize they have unique talents that
set them apart, they perform better in their jobs, feel like they’re improving every day and
build more effective relationships. Gallup research finds that people who use their
CliftonStrengths are more engaged and productive at work and 3x more likely than others to
have an excellent quality of life.

Possible Uses: All new SSEL members are given a Gallup StrengthsFinders Assessment code
by ASAPconnect. Strengths is a common language amongst the SSEL. Several SSEL members
are certified strengths coaches including Julie Sesser (ASAPconnect), Joshua Brady (CDE
EXLD) Joshua Blecha (Region 7, Fresno County Office of Education) and Allison Haynes (R10
Riverside County Office of Education). If any SSEL members are interested in knowing more
about how to learn more about strengths and how to maximize the strengths of their team,
they should contact one of the SSEL strengths coaches.
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Systems Learning
& Building:
Theory of Process

Overview: When building a new system, integrating something new or different into our
existing structure, we can refer to the Theory of Process spiral to reassure ourselves that the
building process is a continuum and includes multiple stages before we’re at an advanced
phase of implementation.

Possible Uses: As you embark on a new project or initiative with your team, periodically
reflect as a team on the Theory of Process spiral to remember the complexities of systems
building. Consider how and when your team will develop a new phase of the spiral,
reassuring yourself that you may need to move into different aspects of the continuum
concurrently at times (e.g. you may be moving into the “Embracing Complexity” phase,
however, as new members join your team you might need to create structures for
onboarding those new members to the “Discovery” phase. Use this tool as a way for ongoing
reflection, iteration and improvements as you continue to build and enhance your system.

APPENDIX

Team Dynamics
Kantor’s Four
Player Model
+
Strengths

Overview: The best teams are those in which people can play multiple roles. For example a
leader who can’t follow will never create other leaders. It’s important to have all parts, but
people should move into different roles. This fluidity is important. David Kantor’s theory of
Structural Dynamics, also known as the Four Player Model, is a theory of how face-to-face
communication works, and doesn’t work, with humans. This model holds that between
people, there are four possible speech acts:
● Mover (gives voice, direction)
● Follower (listens, completes)
● Oppose (provides respectful correction; offers ideas of how to enhance a move)
● Bystander (provides perspective)
Many problems occur when people become “stuck” and over-use one of the four actions
again and again. For example, if you come up against a “stuck opposer”, a great leader will
receive that stuck opposer gracefully.

Possible Uses: Consider how you engage and leverage your Top 5 Strengths. Using the
Kantor/Strengths Worksheet, write examples of how your strengths may show up when
you’re communicating most optimally (light), and when you’re communicating in a lessthan-optimal manner (shadow). Discuss your findings with your team members, sharing
both the positive and less-than-positive to increase understanding and communication.
● Kantor/Strengths Worksheet
● Kantor/Strengths Worksheet (sample)
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Visualization using
Evocation Exercise:
“Experience Being
on a Strong Team”

Overview: Evocation is the act of the act of recalling a feeling, memory or image to the
conscious mind. In this Evocation Exercise, one person will take his/her time in recalling a
specific experience of a team that has worked extremely well together. In doing this, all
three participants can begin to hear and begin to recognize elements of a strong team
described by the Interviewee.

Possible Uses: When you want to help one of your teams, or a team you support, visualize
the potential of what they could really become, help them become grounded in their own
current or past experiences of being part of a really great team. If you’d like to be an active
participant in this process, consider asking ASAPconnect to facilitate this process for you and
your team.
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APPENDIX

Ways We Show Up

●

●

●

Sophisticate - Know that they know everything that will be, or is being, presented. They
feel they have nothing to gain.

Vacationers – Aren’t interested in the work of the retrospective, but are glad to be away
from the daily grind.

Prisoners – Feel that they’ve been forced to attend and would rather be doing
something else.

APPENDIX

Overview: When we enter a meeting or learning environment, we need to recognize that the
power is entirely in our hands to choose how we’d like to participate.

●

Explorers – Are eager to discover new ideas and insights. They want to learn everything
they can about the iteration/release/project. Will look over all the available information,
and are pleased to go home with even a few useful new ideas.

Possible Uses: Have individuals reflect on how they’re currently showing up to the meeting and
their level of engagement. Consider how they may have shown up to previous meetings. Likely a
personal, private reflection. Options: Individual journaling/reflection, small group discussion,
large group share out

Examples of SSEL members using Prisoner/Vacationer/Sophisticate/Explorer

In October 2018, the SSEL members brainstormed how they felt the three social emotional learning concepts of “We Are, We Belong, We Can” align
with the SSEL Tools and Methods. This is an aggregated resource of the charts the small groups created during that exercise.
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